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Reasoning with Horn Clauses



Review 

• Lecture 1: What is KR&R
KR Hypothesis: Explicit representation of knowledge provides propositional account and– KR Hypothesis: Explicit representation of knowledge provides propositional account and 
causal explanation for intelligent behavior

• Lecture 2: Object-Oriented Representation
– Frames provide a way to organize knowledge

• Lecture 3-5: Structured Descriptions
– Adding structure to the definition of objects; sound, complete and efficient reasoning

• Lecture 6: Ontologies
– Engineering discipline of deciding which class, function and relation symbols to use in 

representing a domain
• Lecture 7: Knowledge Representation in Social Context• Lecture 7: Knowledge Representation in Social Context

– KR&R concepts for the Web

– test



Next Four LecturesNext Four Lectures

• Frames and structured descriptions provide useful subsets of FOL
Their expressive power however is limited– Their expressive power, however, is limited

• In lectures 8 through 11, we will study more expressive representations
– Reasoning with Horn Clauses

• Foundation for logic programming family of languages
– Procedural control of reasoning

• Negation as Failure - a practical alternative to classical negation
– Production Systems

• Foundation of expert systems / rule-based systems
– Advanced logics

• Combining rules with object-oriented and structured representations higher order logic• Combining rules with object-oriented and structured representations, higher order logic, 
modal logic

– Non Monotonic Reasoning
• Representing default knowledge, answer set programming

– test
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Reasoning with Horn Clausesg

• Definitions
• SLD Resolution
• Forward and Backward Chaining
• Efficiency of reasoning with Horn ClausesEfficiency of reasoning with Horn Clauses
• Horn FOL vs Horn LP



Definitions

• Term
• Formula
• Atomic Formula
• SentenceSentence
• Literal
• Clause



Definitions

• Term
The set of terms of FOL is the least set satisfying these conditions:– The set of terms of FOL is the least set satisfying these conditions: 

• every variable is a term
• if tl . . . . . tn are terms, and f is a function symbol of arity n, then f(tl . . . . . tn) is a term

• Formula
– The set of formulas of FOL is the least set satisfying these constraints:

if tl t t d P i di t b l f it th P(t1 t ) i f l• if tl . . . . . tn are terms, and P is a predicate symbol of arity n, then P(t1 . . . . . tn) is a formula; 
• if t1 and t2 are terms, then tl=t2 is a formula;
• if α and β are formulas, and x is a variable, then ¬α, α \/ β, α /\ β, �x α, and Exists α, are formulas.

• Atomic Formula
– Formulas of first two types above

• Sentence
– Any formula with no free variables

• Literal
– Atomic formula or its negation

Clause• Clause
– A finite set of literals



Resolution

For the premises (p => q) and (q => r), we want to prove (p => r)
1. {¬p, q} Premise 
2. {¬q, r} Premise 
3. {p} Negated Goal 
4 { } N t d G l4. {¬r} Negated Goal 
5. {q} 3, 1 
6. {4} 5, 2 
7 {} 6 47. {} 6, 4



(also, referred to as integrity constraints)









SLD version of Example 1SLD version of Example 1

¬Girl[¬Child, ¬Female, Girl]

[¬Child, ¬Female][Female]

[¬Child][¬FirstGrade, Child]

[¬FirstGrade][FirstGrade]

[ ][ ]

















Horn FOL vs Horn LP

• In Horn LP, the conclusions are limited to ground atomic formulas. 
F lFor example:
– Suppose, we have1:

DangerousTo(?x,?y)  PredatorAnimal(?x) Λ Human(?y);
PredatorAnimal(?x)  Lion(?x)( ) ( )
Lion(Simba)
Human(Joey)

-- In Horn LP, we can derive
• I1 = {Lion(Simba) Human(Joey)}• I1 = {Lion(Simba), Human(Joey)}
• I2 = {PredatorAnimal(Simba),Lion(Simba), Human(Joey)}
• I3 = {DangerousTo(Simba,Joey), PredatorAnimal(Simba),Lion(Simba), Human(Joey)}

– In Horn FOL, we will also derive:
• DangerousTo(Simba ?y)  Human(?y)• DangerousTo(Simba,?y)  Human(?y)
• Human(?y)  DangerousTo(Simba,?y).

• Horn LP is the foundation of logic programming and Prolog

1. Example adapted from Grosof, Kifer & Dean



Recommended Readingg

• Chapter 5 of Brachman & Levesque textbook


